MOPAR® FOR LIFE

The story of Mopar began nearly 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we’ve grown into so much more today. As the official service, parts, and customer care provider for FCA brand vehicles, we work side-by-side with you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and access to genuine equipment by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our service is comprised of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best, armed with leading-edge diagnostic technology no one else can match. And it’s why we’ve created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar Vehicle Protection plans to offer convenience and peace of mind. In short, we are not only here to service cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs — we are here to service people’s lives. It’s this commitment that fuels who we are. It’s our promise to you that you can count on Mopar for life.
BLING OUT YOUR BEST

A. MOULDED RUNNING BOARDS. These premium running boards are constructed of heavy-gauge steel, adding a safe, easy entry and exit from your vehicle. Boards feature a Black outer cover with Chrome accents. [82212294AB]

B. CHROME MIRROR COVERS. Reflect your personal style with these bright Chrome covers. Designed for fast, easy installation. [82212218]

C. 20-INCH CHROME WHEEL. Our premium wheels are machined to match your Durango’s exact specifications for a smooth and balanced ride, and offer a guaranteed long-lasting shine. 20-inch Chrome Wheel also featured on cover. [82212334]

D. CHROME FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflect road debris, dirt and insects away from your vehicle’s hood and windshield with ease. Chrome front air deflector features an aerodynamic design to create an air stream that helps direct debris up and away without adversely affecting your vehicle’s overall aerodynamics. Also available in Smoke. [82212050]

GARAGE NET: This convenient nylon net fits in the cargo area of your Durango, featuring tie-down loops and helping to keep loose items secure. Net removes easily when extra storage space is needed. [82213308]

WIRELESS CHARGING PAD. Leave your cords behind and slip into the future. Just equip your smartphone with the cover that integrates wire-free charging technology and the green light lets you know it’s charging. Professionally installed and with additional charging pads available, charging second nature every time you drive your car. [82214124AC]

MOULDED CARGO TRAY. Skid-resistant thermoplastic tray fits in the rear cargo area and helps protect carpeting from spills, dirt, grease and grime. Tray removes easily for cleaning and features the Dodge logo. [82212280]

CHROME TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. Oval, chromed steps feature skid-resistant stepping surfaces for easy entry and exit. Steps mount securely to the vehicle with corrosion-resistant E-coated steel mounting brackets. No drilling is required for these steps, which are also available in Black. [82212298AC — Chrome | 82212299AC — Black]

COLD AIR INTAKE KIT. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive sound, this intake adds performance and looks to your vehicle. Cold Air Intake Kit, available for V8 engine only, includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. [77070041]

DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel guards enhance the appearance of your Durango while protecting all door sills from dirt, mud and debris. Sold as a set of two. [82212281]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

- Property owner of all rights. All trademarks/trademark names, logos and other marks are the property of their respective owners.
- Mopar® Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.
When it's time for your next big adventure, these brushed aluminum bars expand your cargo-carrying capacity, attaching and detaching in a flash. Compatible with all Mopar® sport and cargo carriers.

**ROOF TOP CARGO BOX**
Increase the storage capacity of your vehicle to keep up with your active lifestyle. Carrier attaches to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar® Removable Roof Rack(2) and is available in three sizes:
- TCBOX624 — Small
- TCBOX614 — Medium
- TCBOX625 — Large

**ROOF TOP CARGO BAG**
This heavy-duty, weatherproof nylon carrier secures to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar® Removable Roof Rack(2) with four adjustable, strong tie-down straps. Carrier is easy to mount, easy to remove and available in two sizes.

**ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER**
This fully adjustable carrier with latching nylon straps holds one canoe and easily mounts to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar® Removable Roof Rack.(2)

**ROOF-MOUNT KAYAK CARRIER**
Integrated rubber pads and felt-lined saddles keep your kayak secure, helping to prevent damage on the way to open waters. Carrier mounts to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar® Removable Roof Rack.(2)

**ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER**
Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you kit up to two paddle boards or surfboards. Carrier mounts to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar® Removable Roof Rack. (2)

**HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER**
Hitch-Mount carrier comes in two models: dual-bike and quad-bike styles. Each style folds down to allow your vehicle's liftgate to open without having to remove bikes. Carrier features carrying clamps and security cable. (2)

**CARGO BASKET NET**
Securely holds cargo.

**ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER**
Both the Fork-Mount and Upright bike carriers allow you to mount your bike to your vehicle's standard equipment crossbars or Mopar® Removable Roof Rack(2). The Fork-Mount style carriers one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. The Upright style carriers one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured.

**PROPERTY Secures all cargo.** **Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.**
BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provides contrast to the performance look, as well as plenty of positive traction. No drilling required. (82212055)

VEHICLE COVER. Water-resistant, contoured cover features double-stitched seams and is designed to help protect your vehicle against UV rays, dirt and other pollutants. Cover features the Durango logo. (82212310)

HITCH RECEIVER PLUG. The Hitch Receiver Plug helps protect your vehicle’s hitch opening from the elements. Includes a retention strap and features the Mopar® logo. (82208455AB)

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle’s carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them firmly in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Front mats feature the Dodge metal badge logo. (82214882AB — First and Second Row | 82212328AB — Third Row)

ALL-WEATHER MATS. These custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to trap and hold water, snow and mud, protecting your vehicle’s carpet from the elements. Mats are easy to care for during rainy weather. (82214881 — First and Second Row | 82212174 — Third Row)

KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Mopar has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather-trimmed interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Dodge Brand vehicles. Choose from a variety of designs to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Ask your retailer for more information.

A. BLACK TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. These all-black premium steps offer extra-wide footing and textured stepping surfaces for easy vehicle entry and exit. They hold fast to your vehicle with secure mounts, and all steel hardware is coated to prevent corrosion. Also available in Chrome. (82212299AD)

B. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic tinted Side Window Air Deflectors reduce wind noise, minimize interior heat and allow windows to be open, even during inclement weather. (82212053AC)

C. HITCH RECEIVER. Receiver features a two-inch opening and, when properly equipped with weight-distributing equipment, allows the vehicle to tow up to 2,812 kg (6,200 lb) with the Pentastar® V6 engine and 3,266 kg (7,200 lb) with the available V8 engine. Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness sold separately. (82214135)

Not all part numbers shown. See dealer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

* Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. For additional information regarding use of this equipment, visit mopar.com. May require additional items not sold by Mopar.
TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

**REMOTE START** Hit the ground running with this ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s electronic security system. [82215104AB]

**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:** Fuel Tank Locking Cap, Master Shield® Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products.

**CARGO TOTE** This portable, collapsible tote helps organize your on-the-road gear. Tote features convenient carry handles, a solid rotating bottom to help keep it firmly in place, snap-in dividers for modular storage and the Dodge logo. [82209066]

**ELECTRONIC TRAILER BRAKE CONTROLLER.** Display features a digital readout showing the exact amount of brake force applied to the trailer, which the driver decides and manages. Trailer brakes apply automatically to match the tow vehicle’s requirements. Can also be applied manually. [82213173]

**ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT.** A valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety flashlight, florescent vest, 13-foot jumper cables, safety triangle, flat tire repair tool, and 2 bungee cords and gloves. [82213499]

**ENGINE BLOCK HEATER.** This heater helps keep the engine warm for easier starting and quicker warm-up. Features special plug-in wiring designed specifically for your Durango. [82212440 — 3.6L | 82212439 — 5.7L]

**FENDER BADGE.** Fly your true colours with these quality emblems. This small mark speaks volumes about where your allegiances lie. Available in the following themed designs: Mopar® Logo, Canadian and American. [82213379 — Mopar Logo | 82212878 — Canadian | 82213961 — American]

**18-INCH WINTER WHEEL.** This durable steel replacement wheel is a rugged and reliable alternative for bad-weather conditions. [82212850]

**ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS).** It’s a fact time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS, powered by Guidepoint®, offers real-time GPS tracking system that can automatically keep track of your vehicle, but also help recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Parental Controls, Security Forces, Airport Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Traffic Map of Past Locations) and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters and text alerts. unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]
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